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NONEQUILIBRIUM PROCESSES IN AMORPHOUS FILMS
OF CHALCOGENIDE VITREOUS SEMICONDUCTORS OF
THE As-Se SYSTEM PREPARED BY RADIO FREQUENCY

SPUTTERING METHOD

Sh.Sh. Sarsembinov, O.Yu. Prikhodko, M.J. Maltekbasov,
S.Ya. Maksimova, A.P. Ryaguzov, M.H. Wasfy

The charge carriers transport and photoconductivity of the chalcogenide
vitreous semiconductors (ChVS) amorphous films with the compositions As2Se3,
AsSe, As3Se2 prepared by r.f. sputtering were studied. It was found that the
samples with stoichiometric film compositions have bipolar carriers transport and
bipolar photoconductivities while the films containing excess of Arsenic element
have only monopolar electron transport. The results were interpreted by the used
models of the charge structure defects of ChVS which depends on the Se and As
defects.

It was shown /1,2/ that the conditions and the method of the chalcogenide

vitreous semiconductors (ChVS) amorphous films preparation have the highest

effect on their physical, chemical properties and peculiar photostructural conversion.

Accordingly it is important to study the effects of the ChVS films preparation

conditions on the nonequilibrium processes in these films. For Arsenic contained

amorphous ChVS films prepared by thermal evaporation method and bulk samples

of these materials, it is known, that these films have only monopolar hole transport
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and monopolar hole photoconductivity which are attributed to the considerable high

holes drift mobility with respect to that of electrons IV. At a temperature T=300K

and an electric field E=105 V/cm, the value of the hole drift mobility is about -10-5

cm2/(Vc) and the mobility activation energy Em=0,5e0,6 eV /3,4/.

This work presents the results of the time-of-flight current transients and

photoconductivity study in ChVS films of the As-Se system prepared by r.f.

sputtering method.

Samples with planar and sandwitch structure with aluminum and gold

electrodes were studied. The samples thickness was from 1 to 10 mm. The films

were prepared by sputtering targets of ChVS in argon gas atmosphere at a 13,56

MHz and with a deposition rate of ~1 mm/h. According to the X-ray fluorescence

analysis results, it was found that the obtained films composition dose not differ by

more than 5% from that of the sputtered materials for both the fresh-prepared and

annealed (at T=440K for 30 minutes) samples. The films showed amorphous

structure which was determined by the electrographic analysis.

Studying the time-of-flight current transients allowed us to determine

separately the drift mobilities of the electrons and the holes in the materials in which

the transient time is less than the dielectric relaxation time IV. The samples

photoconductivity was measured in the longitudinal and transversal regimes at

electric field from 102 to 104 V/cm. The lux-amper (Lx-A) characteristics were

studied by illuminating the samples with a helium-neon laser having a wavelength of

0,63 mm and maximum radiation intensity of Fmax=l,5 photon/(cm2.c).

One should notice that in the r.f. sputtered films the values of the conductivity

at room temperature, conductivity activation energy, and the optical band gap are

not highly distinct from the values of these parameters in the thermal evaporated

films.

By studying the transport process of the charge carriers in the As2Se3 films

prepared by r.f. sputtering it was found that the values of the hole and electron
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photocurrents are comparable (fig.l). This shows that the charge transport in the

studied fihns is participated by both the electrons and the holes. The characteristic

dependence of the observed photocurrents coressponding the dispersive transport.

The calculations show that the drift mobility of the electrons mn and of the holes mp

are practically the same and mp»10-5 cm2/(Vc) at a field value E=105 V/cm and a

temperature T=300K. From this it follows that the value of mp and mn for r.f.

prepared fihns are comparable to that of the fihns prepared by the thermal

evaporation method. It was found also that the value of the drift mobility of the

electrons and the holes in the temperature range from 300 to 360K increases with

the T according to exponential law and with similar value of activation energy

Em~0,6 eV. By increasing the electric field value from 3-104 to 5105 V/cm the

values of mn and mp increase, and their field dependence follows approximately

an exponential function mn,mp~exp(E/Eo) were Eo= 105 V/cm.

When amorphous ChVS fihns of As-Se system containing excess of arsenic

element (AsSe and As3Se2) were studied, it was found that the electron drift

mobility in these fihns increased with the As content in the film while the hole drift

mobility decreases (fig. 2). As example in the As3Se2 fihns the value of the electron

drift mobility mn~10-4 cm2/(Vc) at T=300K and E=105 V/cm while the hole drift

mobility mp~10-5cm2/(Vc). Notice that in the thermal evaporated films the holes

mobility mp decreases in fihns having composition with higher arsenic contents

(fig.2, curve 3).

The temperature dependence of the photoconductivity (sph) for the r.f.

sputtered fihns of As-Se system have the same type as most of the ChVS /3/, and

are characterised by an exponential regional increase with the temperature and the

presence of a distinct maximum at sph~sdark- The photoconductivity spectral

dependence of the r.f. sputtered As2Se3 fihns measured in the longitudinal regime

of conductivity at different illuminated electrode polarities, is shown in fig.3. As it is
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seen from the fig.3, these curves practicaly are identical, and then the thermal

evaporated films having the compositions As2Se3, AsSe, As3Se2 show

photorectification effect, i.e. the value of the photocurrent in the short wavelength

region of the spectrum (0,4e0,6 mm) highly depends on the applied voltage polarity

(Iph+»Iph-) Accordingly, for the thermal evaporated films the form and the position

Hole (1,3) and electron (2) time-of-flight current transients in
TS. sputtered (1,2) and thermal evaporated (3) A^Se^ films

-4

-6

-7 _
-6 -5

lg(t,s)
-4 -3

(E=105V/cm, T=300K)
Fig.l

Hole (1,3) and electron (2) drift mobilities versus As concentration in
As-Se films prepared by r.f. sputtering (1,2) and thermal evaporation (3)
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of the maximums of the photocurrent spectral dependence at different polarities of

illuminated electrodes are different.

In the r.f. films of the system As-Se having excess of As, photorectification

effect was also observed but in this case the Iph-»Iph+- This fact indicates the

predominance of the electronic component of the photocurrent over the hole

component.

The Lx-A characteristics of the samples were measured in the longitudinal

regime of photoconductivity in the temperature and illumination intervals at which

the value of the photocurrent exceed the dark current. It was found that the Lx-A

characteristics for the r.f As2Se3 fihns are described the dependence Iph~Fn with

index n=0,6e'0,8, i.e. are sublinear. In contrast to the thermal evaporated films, the

form of the Lx-A characteristics does not depend on the polarity of the applied

voltage. The measurement of the Lx-A characteristics temperature dependence in

the transversal photconductivity regime show that at temperatures above the room

temperature the slope of the Lx-A characteristics does not change. While in the

thermal evaporated As2Se3 films, on the Lx-A characteristics (in the region of low

illumination) in the temperature range over the room temperature, appears a linear

part (n=l), which predominates by raising the temperature.

From the analysis of the obtained results we notice, that the nonequilibrium

processes presence in the amorphous r.f. films of the As-Se system are distinguished

from that of the thermal evaporated films of this system: the r.f. As2Se3 films have

bipolar carriers transport and bipolar photoconductivity, while in the films

containing excess of arsenic only monopolar electron transport and monopolar

electron photoconductivity take place.

According to /3,4/ the nonequilibrium processes in ChVS are controlled by

the localized electronic states in their band gap based on its intrinsic charged

structure defects of ChVS. In the arsenic contained ChVS these defects are from
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Spectral dependence of measured in longitudinal regime
photocurrent of r.f. sputtered amorphous As2Se3 (a) and

films: 1-positive and 2-negative polarities of
illuminated electrode
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Fig.3
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chalcogen atoms C and arsenic P as well. They represent valence alternative pairs

( C r - C3+) and (P2~ - P4+). However, only the defects created by the chalcogen

atoms are taking in consideration.

We suppose that in order to explain the above mentioned particularities of the

nonequilibrium processes in r.f. sputtered films of the system As-Se we should pay

attention to the structure defects connected to the arsenic atoms. The presence of

mobile electrons in r.f. films of As2Se3 is an evidence that their transport is

controlled by shallower traps than those created by Se in the thermal evaporated

films. These traps could be bounded to the defects connected to arsenic atoms (P4+-

centers). The hole drift mobility as in thermal evaporated As2Se3 films basically are

controlled by the Se charged defects C^. The defects P4+ and Cl~ disposed at

equal energy depth from the edges of appropriate allowed bands. Accordingly a

large part of the charged defects of selenium C3+ and arsenic P2-, seems to form

intimate pairs as (C3+-P2") which are practically neutral and has a weak effect on

the drift mobility of the electrons and the holes, in contrast to another charged

defects (C1--P4+).

From the analysis of the above mentioned results, it follows that the r.f.

sputtering method causes the change in the arsenic contained ChVS structure.

Accordingly the change in the r.f. films structure is accompanied with the changes in

electronic spectrum in both the forbidden and allowed energy gaps. From this we

can conclude that it is possible to control the electronic properties of the amorphous

films arsenic containing ChVS by means of their modification structure.
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SPECTROSCOPIC ASPECTS OF INTERNAL FRICTION
METHOD APPLICATION TO STUDIES OF IRRADIATED

METALS AND ALLOYS

Yu. A. Zaykin

Some spectroscopic opportunities of the internal friction method which, as a
rule, are not realized in practice because of the lack of sufficiently developed
technique are considered. Methods to determine crystal lattice defects distribution
are developed on the base of internal friction averagings over spacial coordinates
used as integral equations for defect concentration.

The potentialities of internal friction (IF) method in investigations of elastic

energy dissipation processes in metal systems can be essentially extended by using

it as a method of mechanical spectroscopy to study radiation-induced diffusion,

radiation defects spacial distribution, determination of crystal atom oscillation

spectra, etc. Being experimentally determined according to standard techniques the

IF values represent some averagings over space coordinates, relaxation

frequencies, etc. Knowledge of the averaging form creates preconditions for use of

the IF method as spectroscopic one, provided the averagings are considered as

equations to determine unknown function under integral.

Values of quantities experimentally determined by IF method (internal

friction, elastic moduli, etc.) should be considered, as well as in any other integral

method as a result of the averaging of these quantities over coordinates in a

sample. In the one-dimension case it can be written as follows.
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